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Our primary focus is developing strategies to improve the feasibility and functional outcome of vascularized composite allotransplantation (VCA) such as face- and hand- and abdominal wall transplantation. The goal is reduction of immunosuppressive-related hurdles to enable wider application of these ultimate reconstructive efforts. For this purpose we investigate cellular therapies including adult adipose stem cells (mesenchymal stem cells) to modulate the immune-response and to improve nerve regeneration for optimized functional outcomes. In addition we strive to increase tissue preservation time and reduce its related ischemia-reperfusion injury through novel ex vivo perfusion systems and oxygen-carrier solutions in a strongly translational manner to expand the donor-pool for composite tissues and optimize functional outcomes.

As a side branch we explore potential applications of adipose stem cells for regenerative medicine and tissue reconstruction, respectively. Safety issues of adipose stem cell use with a strong translational aspect are one aspect we seek to cover in the post-cancer setting, e.g. for breast reconstruction.
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Clinical research topics are related to burn medicine and reconstruction of tissue defects. We investigate clinical outcomes and aim for optimization of process-management and health care.
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